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Class summary
 What would you do if Autodesk, Inc., removed the Save As command from the
next version of Inventor software? Once you’re familiar with Inventor
software’s deriving functionality, you probably wouldn’t even notice if the Save
As command went missing.
 During this class we will explore what the Derive command is, why you would
want to use it, and how to use it effectively. (Spoiler Alert: it's really pretty
simple once you understand how it works.) If you’re already comfortable with
Inventor software 3D modeling but want to be more efficient, accurate, and
flexible in your workflow, come to this class to get your Inventor D(e)river
License.

Key learning objectives
After this session, you should be able to:
 Explain the differences (and similarities) between “Derive” and “Save As”
 Describe the “Stuff” we can Derived and how they may be linked together
(“Pushing” or “Pulling”)
 Identify where Derive can be used in your workflow (and where you may
already using it)
 Perform the steps of Deriving using the following commands:





Derive Command (from Part Mode)
Make Components/Make Part (from Part Mode)
Shrinkwrap (from Assembly Mode)
Copy Object (from Part Mode within the context of Assembly)

Explain the similarities and differences
between Save As vs Derive

Drafting with Paper and Pencil
Number of tries
before
Game Over

CAD – Save As
Revert to
Checkpoint
rather than
starting over
from the
beginning

Save As
Save As closes the active file, then opens a new version for editing.
• Preserves your progress up to that point so you can revert back to the earlier
version if necessary
• Similar to a check point in a video game

Limitation(s) of Save As:
• Reverting back to an earlier version means losing your progress back to that
point

• Managing multiple versions of a file is like opening multiple bank accounts
rather than just adding the money you earn to an existing bank account

Inventor Derive

Go Back in time
to change history

Derive
Dictionary definition of derive:
• Obtain something from a specific source.
• To know the origin of something.

Additional meaning for Inventor Derive:
• Maintain a link back to the source.
• Changes made in source affect all components which are linked back to it.
• Go Back in time to change history

Derive
Additional meaning for Inventor Derive:
• Go Back in time to change history – doesn’t Inventor already do that?

End of Part Marker
Save As won’t allow us
to go back in time any
farther than this

Derive
Additional meaning for Inventor Derive:
• Go Back in time to change history

The Derive method
extends the End of Part
marker beyond the active
file by creating links to
reference files (Base
Components) in the
Model Browser
• Similar to xref’s in AutoCAD, but
there is more “Stuff” you can
Derive

Derivable “Stuff”

What kind of “Stuff” can be Derived?
Solid Bodies

Surface Bodies
Sketch Blocks

2D Sketches
3D Sketches
Work Geometry –
Planes, Axis, Points
iMates
Parameters

• Note: the position
of geometry based
Stuff will be
Derived into the
host file relative to
the origin of the
source file (or Base
Component)

Quick Review - Inventor Part Mode and
Assembly Mode

Part Mode or Assembly Mode?
Assembly - .iam

Part - .ipt

Part Mode or Assembly Mode?
Assembly - .iam
Assemble Tab

Browser Heading

Components Listed

Part Mode or Assembly Mode?
Part - .ipt

3D Model Tab

Browser Heading

Modeling Features

Part Mode or Assembly Mode?
Part Mode Active Within Assembly
3D Model Tab
Assembly Inactive
Part Active

Modeling Features
Note: If the part you are trying to open is already
open in another Inventor window, then it will not
open in the context of the Assembly

Quick Review – Multi-Body Part

Multi-Body Part
Join
Cut

Intersect
New Solid

Using Derive methods in your workflow

When should you use Derive vs Save As?
When to use Derive:
The shape, size, or configuration
of the model is likely to change

Especially if it will change (or be changed)
relative to another file

When to use Save As:
• Create a new file from a template
(happens automatically)
• Managing file versions with a data
management system (Vault)
• The shape and size of the model is
static with no chance for change
• You don’t need
additional visibility
into the origin or
history of the
model

Deriving the Schwang – Design Scenarios
Contains components
from varied sources
Purchased Components:
•

•

Electric Motor - no 3D model
available
Servo’s – downloaded 3D
model from Manufacturer

Fabricated/Custom
Components:
•
•

Wood Parts – cut with CNC
Foam Parts – injection foam
molded

Deriving the Schwang – Derive Sketched Extents
Design Scenario: We want to explore two wing shapes based on the same overall extents (Wingspan, Chord Length, etc.)
Common Method: Use Save As to create multiple versions of the .ipt file and explore each wing shape independently of one another.
Limitations of Common Method: If the overall extents of the wing changes, each .ipt file will need to be updated manually which can lead to
inconsistencies, errors, etc.

Tapered
Wing

Elliptical
Wing

Deriving the Schwang – Derive Sketched Extents
Design Scenario: We want to explore two wing shapes based on the same overall extents (Wingspan, Chord Length, etc.)
Derive Method: Define the overall extents in a single .ipt file (using a sketch in our case) and then derive the same sketch into independent .ipt files
to explore design options. Now, if the defined extents change in the base component, all derived instances will update accordingly

Define Extents
Derived
Sketch

Derived
Sketch

Tapered Wing Option

Elliptical Wing Option

Deriving the Schwang – Make Components
Design Scenario: We want to organize components into sub-assemblies and generate a structured Bill of Materials
Problem: Our model only has one .ipt file with
multiple solid bodies. In order to group and assemble,
we need an individual .ipt file for each solid body

Derive Method: Use Make Components
command to derive solid bodies into new .ipt
files within the master assembly

Note: The new .ipt files will be automatically be placed in
the Master Assembly since the Layout Part is currently
open within the Master Assembly. However, if the Layout
Part was open in its own window, then a Target Assembly
would need to be specified or generated at this point.

Deriving the Schwang – Make Components
Design Scenario: We want to organize components into sub-assemblies and generate a structured Bill of Materials
Derive Method: Use Make Components
command to derive solid bodies into new .ipt
files within the master assembly

Deriving the Schwang – Derive Solid for Injection Mold
Design Scenario: We need to create injection molds for the foam parts.
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file model and built the injection mold around the solid body

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the injection mold and the part being molded. Any changes to the
molded part will require you to re-model the injection molds from scratch. Even if the molded parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will
help trace the origin of the injection molds later.

Deriving the Schwang – Derive Solid for Injection Mold
Design Scenario: We need to create injection molds for the foam parts.
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file model and built the injection mold around the solid body

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the injection mold and the part being molded. Any changes to the
molded part will require you to re-model the injection molds from scratch. Even if the molded parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will
help trace the origin of the injection molds later.
Derive Method: Create a new .ipt file and use the Derive
command to pull in the solid body

Deriving the Schwang – Derive Solid for Injection Mold
Design Scenario: We need to create injection molds for the foam parts.
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file model and built the injection mold around the solid body

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the injection mold and the part being molded. Any changes to the
molded part will require you to re-model the injection molds from scratch. Even if the molded parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will
help trace the origin of the injection molds later.
Derive Method: Create a new .ipt file and use the Derive
command to pull in the solid body
Use modeling tools to build injection mold around derived
body making sure to project geometry from derived body
and fully constraining every sketch and feature.
Hint: The Combine command (using the cut solution) is
effective in removing material where two solids intersect

Note: The alternative to using the Derive command to pull
the solid body into an existing .ipt file is the Make Part
command which would have accomplished the same thing
by pushing the solid body into a new or existing .ipt file.

Deriving the Schwang – Make Part for Flat Pattern
Design Scenario: We need to create flat patterns to fabricate the components with bends
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file which need to be flattened, convert to sheet metal part, and create flat pattern

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the bent part and the flat pattern. Any changes to the bent part will
require you to create a new flat pattern from scratch. Even if the bent parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will help trace the origin of
the flat patterns later.

Deriving the Schwang – Make Part for Flat Pattern
Design Scenario: We need to create flat patterns to fabricate the components with bends
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file which need to be flattened, convert to sheet metal part, and create flat pattern

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the bent part and the flat pattern. Any changes to the bent part will
require you to create a new flat pattern from scratch. Even if the bent parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will help trace the origin of
the flat patterns later.
Derive Method: Use the Make Part command to push
solid body out to a new .ipt file using the Sheet Metal
template.

Choose the Sheet Metal Template

Note: We could have accomplished the same thing by
starting a new sheet metal part and using the Derive
command to pull in the bent part as well.

Deriving the Schwang – Make Part for Flat Pattern
Design Scenario: We need to create flat patterns to fabricate the components with bends
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of each .ipt file which need to be flattened, convert to sheet metal part, and create flat pattern

Limitations of Common Method: The Save As command breaks the link between the bent part and the flat pattern. Any changes to the bent part will
require you to create a new flat pattern from scratch. Even if the bent parts don’t change, using Derive rather than Save As will help trace the origin of
the flat patterns later.
Derive Method: Use the Make Part command to push
solid body out to a new .ipt file using the Sheet Metal
template.

Use the sheet metal tools to unfold or create a flat pattern
of part for fabrication.

Note: We could have accomplished the same thing by
starting a new sheet metal part and using the Derive
command to pull in the bent part as well.

Deriving the Schwang – Shrinkwrap Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to simplify the servo assembly before placing it in our model
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of the servo and delete the unnecessary components
Limitations of Common Method: Breaks the link between the complete and simplified servo assembly. And you still end up with multiple parts

Deriving the Schwang – Shrinkwrap Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to simplify the servo assembly before placing it in our model
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of the servo and delete the unnecessary components
Limitations of Common Method: Breaks the link between the complete and simplified servo assembly. And you still end up with multiple parts

Derive Method: Use the Shrinkwrap command to simplifiy
Servo Assembly
Specifiy name and location of new .ipt file

Deriving the Schwang – Shrinkwrap Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to simplify the servo assembly before placing it in our model
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of the servo and delete the unnecessary components
Limitations of Common Method: Breaks the link between the complete and simplified servo assembly. And you still end up with multiple parts

Derive Method: Use the Shrinkwrap command to simplifiy
Servo Assembly

Specify Shrinkwrap options

Deriving the Schwang – Shrinkwrap Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to simplify the servo assembly before placing it in our model
Common Method: Use Save As to create a new version of the servo and delete the unnecessary components
Limitations of Common Method: Breaks the link between the complete and simplified servo assembly. And you still end up with multiple parts

Derive Method: Use the Shrinkwrap command to simplifiy
Servo Assembly

New .ipt file with Assembly referenced in Browser

Deriving the Schwang – Copy Between Parts in Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to use the size and position of the Servo (purchased part) to determine the size and
position of fabricated parts in our Layout part.
Common Method: Measure the servo and manually model it in the Layout part for reference
Limitations of Common Method: There is no tie to the size or location of the actual servo in the Assembly. All changes would be manual.

Deriving the Schwang – Copy Between Parts in Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to use the size and position of the Servo (purchased part) to determine the size and
position of fabricated parts in our Layout part.
Common Method: Measure the servo and manually model it in the Layout part for reference
Limitations of Common Method: There is no tie to the size or location of the actual servo in the Assembly. All changes would be manual.
Derive Method: Use the Copy Object command to make
an adaptive copy of stuff from another component within
the active assembly

• The Layout part is
active within the
Assembly
• The inactive
assembly
components are
semi-transparent

Selecting the Servo Body, and making it Associative is
effectively Deriving a copy of it into the active part.
Note: Projecting geometry from
one part to another within the
context of an assembly is also a
method similar to Derive

Deriving the Schwang – Copy Between Parts in Assembly
Design Scenario: We want to use the size and position of the Servo (purchased part) to determine the size and
position of fabricated parts in our Layout part.
Common Method: Measure the servo and manually model it in the Layout part for reference
Limitations of Common Method: There is no tie to the size or location of the actual servo in the Assembly. All changes would be manual.
Derive Method: Use the Copy Object command to make
an adaptive copy of stuff from another component within
the active assembly

Layout Part is
now Adaptive

Copied Object
in Browser

Review
Make Part – Extents Sketch

Derive – Injection Mold

Shrinkwrap

Make Components

Make Part – Flat Pattern

Copy Object - Servo
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